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Want to satisfy your sweet tooth with the most delicious chocolate around? We know just the
places to go. Discover three sweet shops that have the best chocolate in Canada.

These three Canadian shops are the best chocolate
connoisseurs around:
SOMA Chocolatemaker (Toronto)
Nestled in the heart of Toronto's Distillery District, SOMA is a
sweet oasis of chocolate. Sourcing cacao beans from all over
the world, the chocolatiers at SOMA hand-sort, roast, conch
and mould the chocolate into delightful creations. Some of the
most popular chocolates include their eight-year-agedbalsamic truffle and the butter caramel with fleur de sel.
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In addition to fantastic chocolates, shoppers will also find
handmade chocolate bars, cookies, gelato and other
delicious creations at both the Distillery District store and in a
newer location on King Street West.

"SOMA has changed everything about the way I look at
chocolate!" -- Danielle Young, via Facebook
Miss Chocolat (Gatineau, Que.)
Subtle combinations of inspired flavours set the unique chocolate creations of Miss Chocolat
apart. Customer favourites include the Riopelle (dark chocolate filled with Riopelle cheese, darkand milk-chocolate ganache), the Azteque (hot pepper, ginger, cardamom, dark- and
milk-chocolate ganache covered in milk chocolate) and the Maki (hazelnut praline, coriander, dark
chocolate, candied ginger and maple syrup, all wrapped up in a sheet of nori).
"Chocolates with port wine, lavender, beer, jasmine tea, curry and coconut milk, maple syrup.…
OK, gotta go buy some! See what you did?" -- Christine Vasseur, via Facebook
Choklat (Calgary)
At Choklat, life is not like Forrest Gump's box of chocolates. Instead, you know exactly what you're
going to get -- because you get to create exactly what you want. Each confection begins with
chocolate made in-house from carefully selected cacao beans grown in single plantations all over
the world. Customers select fillings, the type of chocolate (milk, dark or white), and additions, such
as nuts or candies, to their exact specifications; the chocolate is then hand-made to order.
If you're in Calgary, visit the store to create your own sweet treat, or order online -- they'll ship your
delicious creations across the country.
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"I go to Choklat in Calgary. They buy the beans and roast them themselves, one of the few places
that do. The truffles are hand-dipped and made to order, so delicious!" -- Claire Hannaford, via
Facebook
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